NUCLEAR POWER IN THE U.S.
• U.S. has 100 GW of nuclear capacity (20% of U.S. electricity generation) • Performance has improved dramatically over time in all dimensions • It is economical to extend the life of the existing fleet and "uprate" some units to increase capacity (3+ GW more) • Growing interest in the U.S. in promoting investments in new nuclear capacity but economics, waste disposal, and public acceptance are uncertain • Changes in licensing process and efforts to resolve waste disposal issues support new investment • 2005 Energy Act contains financial incentives (production tax credits, other subsidies) to encourage "first-movers" to build new plants • 6 GW of nuclear capacity additions plus 3.2Gw uprates forecast between 2015 and 2030 by EIA -311 Gw total generating capacity additions forecast by 2030 -34 Gw of new nuclear in "low construction cost" sensitivity case -70 Gw of new nuclear in "vendor cost goals" sensitivity case BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS 1 9 6 0 1 9 6 3 1 9 6 6 1 9 6 9 1 9 7 2 1 9 7 5 1 9 7 8 1 9 8 1 1 9 8 4 1 9 8 7 1 9 9 0 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 5 2 0 0 8 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 4 2 0 1 7 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 3 2 0 2 6 2 0 2 9 2 0 3 2 2 0 3 5 2 0 3 8 2 0 4 1 2 0 4 4 2 0 4 7 2 0 5 0 2 0 5 3
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Capacity with 100% license renewal • Under base case assumptions coal beats nuclear in the U.S. absent CO 2 charges • Under base case assumptions gas beats nuclear absent CO 2 charges unless gas prices are expected to stay above $6/mmbtu • High gas price cases push investment toward coal absent CO 2 charges in regions with good access to coal resources • Nuclear construction costs (including financing) must fall by about 25% -30% from base case level to compete with coal and/or gas absent CO 2 charges
• Nuclear is roughly competitive with coal with a $100/tonne C (~ $25/tonne CO 2 ) carbon charge even without significant nuclear construction cost reductions from base case • With $100/tonne C carbon charge nuclear is only competitive with gas if gas prices are high without significant nuclear construction cost reductions from base case • Plausible 25% construction cost reduction plus $100/tonne C charge makes nuclear very competitive with coal and with gas in all but low gas price cases • 25% nuclear construction cost reduction plus $100/tonne C charge makes nuclear competitive with IGCC + CCS WHAT IS THE U.S. DOING TO ENCOURAGE INVESTMENT IN NUCLEAR?
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